The observed asymmetry in the properties of mixing of MgSn alloy in molten state is successfully explained on basis of the quasi-lattice model. It has been utilized to determine the free energy of mixing, entropy of mixing, heat of mixing, the concentration-concentration structure factor in long wave-length limit [Scc(0)] and the Warren Cowley short range order parameter (α 1 ) of MgSn alloy in molten state at 1073 K. The analysis suggests that heterocordiantion leading to the formation of chemical complex Mg 2 Sn is likely to exist in the melt but is of a weakly interacting in nature. The interaction energies between the species of the melt are found to depend considerably on temperature and the alloy is more ordered towards Mg rich region
Introduction
A large number of binary alloys specially the compound forming alloys exhibit interesting behaviour as a function of concentration as regards the thermodynamic [1] and electric properties [2, 3] . The properties of mixing are not symmetrical about the equiatomic compositiondeviating maximally from those of ideal alloys. Some of the alloys also depict metal -non metal transition across narrow band of concentration. The liquidus lines are usually S-shaped and the heat of mixing and excess free energy of mixing are large negative quantities at one or other concentrations [4] [5] [6] . The anomalous behaviour of these liquid alloys still demands extensive theoretical investigation.
The properties of mixing of MgSn alloy is of interest as various properties of it show anomalous behaviour as the function of concentration. The liquidus line is endowed with two eutectics in the terminal region of concentration with the bump around the stoichiometric composition of Mg 2 Sn. The large value of viscosity [7] and the analysis of the radial distribution function [8] indicate that unlike atoms attract, with the interaction being greatest at the composition Mg 2 Sn.The properties of mixing show asymmetry around the equiatomic composition for MgSn alloy also.
There are so many models such as pseudo potential theory [9, 10] , hard sphere model [11] [12] [13] [14] , the conformal solution model [15] etc. to study the alloying behaviour of liquid alloy. But in the present investigation we have used quasi-lattice model developed by Bhatia and Singh as it is successful in investigating both the thermodynamic properties and microscopic structure [16, 17] . On the basis of this model we have calculated the thermodynamic quantities such as free energy of mixing, excess entropy of mixing, and heat of mixing. To understand the microscope structure of the alloy we have calculated concentration-concentration fluctuation in the long wave-length limit [S cc (0)] and the short range order parameter [α 1 ]. The phenomena of compound formation and segregation can easily be interpreted through the study of S cc (0) and α 1 [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] .
In section 2 the general formulation of quasi-lattice model are summarised to simple expressions. Section 3 deals with the results and discussions. Section 4 provides the conclusion.
Theory
The quasi-lattice chemical model envisages the existence of chemical complex [A µ Bν] where A and B are constituent species and µ and ν are small integers, µA + νB AµBν. The grand partition function is solved by assuming that the energy of a given nearest bond is different if it belongs to the complex than if it does not. With this consideration the expression for excess free energy of mixing comes out to be
where N is the total no. of atom in the alloy 'c' the concentration of atom A T the absolute scale temp., K B the Boltzman constant and γ is the ratio of the activity co-efficient of atom A to B. The solution of equation (1) 
where ω's are ordering energy and φ is some constant given by 
The free energy of mixing of complex forming binary alloy
where R is universal gas constant.
The excess entropy of mixing is given by
where φ(c) = c(1-c). where G M is free energy of mixing.
Using eqn. (7), (8) and (11) S
where j
The experimental determination of S cc (0) poses more difficulty, but it can be determined from measured activity data and it is usually considered to be experimental values. The warrenCowley short-range order parameter (α 1 ) [26, 27] . Can estimated from the knowledge of S cc (0) as
= c (1-c) and z is co-ordination number z = 10 has been taken for our calculation.
Results and Discussions

Free energy of mixing
The energy parameters used for the calculations of the free energy of mixing for MgSn liquid alloys are has been determined from experimental values of G M (1) in the concentration range from 0.1 to 0.9 by the method of successive approximation. The coefficient (∆ω BB ) = 0 since ν = 1. The remaining two parameters are found to be 
Entropy of mixing
To determine the excess entropy mixing for MgSn liquid alloy we need the temperature derivatives of interaction parameters in Eq. ( 
Heat of mixing
The heat of mixing for MgSn liquid alloy has been computed from Eq. (10) The knowledge of α 1 provides an immediate insight into the nature of the local arrangement of atoms in the mixture. The minimum possible value of α 1 is -1 and it implies complete ordering of unlike atom paring at nearest atoms. On the other hand the maximum value of α 1 is +1, which implies complete segregation leading to the phase separation and α 1 = 0 corresponds to a random distribution of atoms. Figure 2 show that α 1 is negative throughout showing that α 1 MgSn is an ordered system of unlike atom pairing at all concentration. α 1 is found to be minimum at c Mg = 0.7.
Conclusion
In present work, we have used quasi-lattice model and calculated the pair wise interaction energy for MgSn liquid alloy at 1073 K. These were used to estimate the thermodynamic properties and concentration fluctuation in long wavelength limit of MgSn liquid alloy. Computed values of S cc (0) and α 1 suggest that there is a tendency towards unlike atom pairing (Mg-Sn) over the whole range of concentration. Our theoretical analysis shows that the complex Mg 2 Sn is present in the molten state of MgSn alloy.
